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j j ^ (YBCO), which has high critical
point (Tc) beyond the liquid nitrogen temperature,
is the one of the most famous superconductors
in the application research. As much as the critical
point, pinning characteristics is also important
for the applications. As YBCO (or 123-family)
is the tetragonal structure at high temperature
and transforms the orthorhombic structure at low
temperature including superconductivity region,
so twin structure is formed in the samples .
Though the twin structure is thought to play a
important role of vortex pining, pinning
characteristics of the sample is ,in general,
complicatedly composed by different many
mechanisms, and it is difficult to estimate the
contributions of the elements either qualitatively
or quantitatively. Forthe observation of the vortex
pattern by small angle neutron scattering (SANS)
measurement, four spots indicating the periodic
potential along 110 directions are observed and
it is explained that vortices is trapped by twin
plane by Forgan et al.l) but, on the other hand,
the similar scattering pattern is explained as the
result of the effect by vortex core structure by
Keimer et al .2)

Recently, "twin-free" YBCO prepared by
cooling under the uniaxial pressure has been used
in some experiments. As to M-H hysteresis loop
in magnetization measurements, it is reported
that the magnetic hysteresis disappears at low
field and "reentrant" peak effect appears at
relatively high field by Nishizaki et al. and
Okayasu et al.

In this experiment, we try to obtain more
intrinsic information of the vortex structure free
from twin in this "twin-free" YBCO and discuss
the contribution of the twin structure to the
pinning characteristic by comparison with
conventional twinned YBCO. The sample used
in this experiment is about 0.5*0.5*0.1 mm3

(70ng). SANS measurement is performed with

SANS-J apparatus at JRR-3M reactor in JAERI-
Tokai. Neutron wavelength is selected in l.Onm
and AX/ K =24.4%. Sample-to-detector is 10m.

In general, due to weak contrast of magnetic
induction in mixed state scattering intensity is
very weak in high-Tc superconductors. To extract
the signal from scattering data, background
scattering is measured at zero field and subtracted
from raw data. But we failed to find the effective
data in it.

Fig.l Scattering pattern from twin-free YBCO at 5K and
656G.
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